Going the Extra Mile for You
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S

ince its inception in 1996, the Electrical
and Mechanical Services Trading Fund
(EMSTF) has been working with our clients
for 20 years to “create public value for
community betterment through partnership
with our clients”. We listen and attach great
importance to the invaluable feedback and
suggestions from the 2014 Customer
Opinion Survey (COS), and in response
we
have
launched
numerous
improvements, with more in the pipeline.

Better Informed of Work Progress

A recent improvement is a new mobile
platform
for
fault
reporting
of
non-emergency repair cases, now ready
for use. Clients simply scan a QR code
with their smart phones and will be
immediately connected to an online
reporting form, making fault reporting more
convenient anywhere anytime.
A feedback from the COS that we take very
seriously is the need to “keep clients
informed of work progress”. We are
working on a major initiative called
“Customer Centric e-Platform (CCeP)” to
address the issue, alongside a total
revamp of our existing Information Service
Centre. The aim is to upgrade our current
job management system and improve
processes so that job assignment and
progress tracing will become more efficient
and transparent to clients.
When the new CCeP is launched in
2017/18, we shall be able to give clients
more proactive, timely updates of work
progress and handle enquiries more
promptly and effectively.

New Technologies to Optimise
Engineering Systems

We will continue to help clients optimise
their engineering system features via
advanced technologies. An example is

implementing the integrated Building
Management
System
(iBMS)
for
government buildings which enables the
integration of electrical, mechanical,
air-conditioning and building services
systems into a single platform, offering
real-time operation status information. The
iBMS also features a pre-alarm function
which alerts staff to act early to prevent
potential failure, and boosts repair work
efficiency to minimise down time.

Make Contractors Perform Better

A web-based “Performance Monitoring
System for Maintenance Contract” is now
in place to help monitoring contractors,
capture information on fault cases
follow-up, as well as the quality of their
preventive and corrective maintenance
works. Its mobile applications were also
launched in July 2015.

Consistent, Value-for-Money Services

Previous COSs revealed that clients
considered EMSTF to be their most
preferred E&M service provider which
offered value-for-money services. Clients
chose EMSTF services mainly due to our
reliable, quality services and technical
competence, a sign of recognition for our
performance.

Slim Profit with Competitive Price

Clients recognise our competitiveness in
service and pricing.
Although clients
emphasise “quality” over “price”, and
“price” is not the key factor in their choice
of service provider, we will keep operating
under a slim-profit model. The consultant,
Deloitte Consulting (Hong Kong) Limited
points out in its “Review of the Current
Pricing Mechanism of EMSTF” that

EMSTF has been using a “cost-plus pricing
strategy” to ensure that the price of our
E&M services is reasonable and consistent
over time, indicating that our prices are
comparable to market prices and offer
good value.

Strong Partnership, Comprehensive
Quality Services

We are honoured to be a close partner of
our clients. We will try our best and go the
extra mile to improve our service.
Reliable Professionals with Integrity
EMSTF has a team of excellent
professionals with high integrity who have
been dedicated partners for our clients
over the years.

One-Stop E&M Services
EMSTF offers comprehensive, high quality
“one-stop” E&M services including but not
limited to, risk assessment, crisis
management and emergency support
services. As we are familiar with
government policies and regulations, and
the operation and facilities of government
departments and public organisations, we
have the unique capability to satisfy clients’
needs. We are honoured to have been
their most preferred E&M service provider
over the years.
Saving More to Serve the Community
Where necessary we are happy to take on
more work for less, for we believe every
dollar we saved for clients will find its way
to better serve the community.
Proactive and Innovative Solutions
EMSTF’s team has worked proactively to
introduce new technological solutions,
certification programmes as well as
energy-saving E&M installations to clients.
A recent example is a Mobile Smart
Terminal developed to optimise operation
and maintenance work on WiFi network
related projects, which has been
subsequently applied to the Building
Information
Modelling
and
Asset
Management System by our three young
engineers, winning a Certificate of Merit in
the “HKIE Innovation Awards for Young
Members 2016”.
Award-winning Collaboration
EMSTF
has
always
collaborated
seamlessly with clients, winning many
awards in the process. In the Civil Service
Outstanding Service Award Scheme 2015,
for example, a telephone feature riding on
the Unified Digital Communications
Platform in a rescue helicopter enables
direct communication with victims. Jointly
developed by the Hong Kong Police Force,
the Government Flying Service and
EMSD, it was awarded the Meritorious
Award in the Partnership Award category.
The Electric Locks Security System, jointly
designed by the Correctional Services
Department and EMSD, also won the Best
Innovation (Entrepreneurial Innovation)
Special Mention in the “Hong Kong ICT
Awards 2014”.

Have Something to Say About EMSTF
Performance? Take Part in the 2016
Survey!
Do you have an opinion about our
performance? Or suggestions for us to
improve? The Customer Opinion Survey
2016, to be conducted by an independent
research consultant, is the perfect
opportunity to tell us what you think.

The consultant will be distributing
questionnaires in April 2016. Do tell us
your honest opinions so that we can
continue to improve. And if you like what
we did in the past two years, we would love
to hear that too! We look forward to your
support for the survey.

